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Chapter 3420

She tightly held the little rabbit that Mark gave him, as if only this little rabbit could
comfort her at this time.

Boom~

Soon, there was another boom .

This time, the plane trembled more severely.

There was already thick smoke coming out of the nose of the aircraft.

The plane was out of control, and the passengers in the cabin couldn’t help turning
over and over like a top.

boom!

Finally, the third bang exploded.

The entire plane was directly cut off.

The broken component was divided into two sections, and fell towards the sky
below ten thousand meters.

At the moment of the break, the bodies of several people exploded directly in the air,
and the red blood was quietly blooming in this dark night.

The rest of the people fall with the speed of free fall, following the remains of the
body. The huge sense of weightlessness almost immediately caused everyone to fall
into a coma.

However, no one noticed that at the same time the plane accident, a figure appeared
quietly in the dark night.

He was dressed in black, walking from the sky, chasing the rest of the machine at a
speed that was almost beyond the sound barrier, and quickly sank.

…….

……



————

————

Seven o’clock in the morning.

Mark was having breakfast with his family, and at the same time, the TV in the
living room was also showing the latest news.

…

“Next, we will broadcast an international newsletter!”

“Yesterday at around 5 pm in the imperial capital time, a transoceanic flight from
New York to the hot summer suddenly crashed and disintegrated on its way.”

“Passengers and crew members were all martyred.”

“Relevant airlines are cooperating with relevant departments to accept
investigations.”

“The cause of the crash needs to be further determined…”

…. On

TV, the anchor published a few more after the broadcast was finished. The scene
photo was extremely tragic, and the plane was broken into several segments.

“Hey~”

“How many families are there, and then they are broken.”

“Airplanes are better if nothing happens, and if there is an accident, it will be a
serious casualty.”

“People are in the air, and there is no way to save themselves!”

“Mark, And Helen Qiu, you two will not fly on planes in the future.”

” Have you heard?”

At Ye Ximei’s age, the most unsightly thing is this kind of thing.

In an instant, hundreds of families were broken, and the greatest tragedy in the
world was the death of a loved one.

Helen Qiu nodded in response.



But Mark frowned unconsciously while watching the TV screen.

“Strange, if it is disintegrated, wouldn’t the fault be so smooth and tidy?”

“Looking at the wreck, it looks like it was cut with a sword.”

Mark is a martial artist after all, with his keen sense of smell as a titled master. , But
saw a bit of suspicion.

However, it was just curiosity.

This world is so big, people die every day, people are assassinated every day,
accidents are coming every day, Mark can’t always take care of everything.

Naturally, Mark wouldn’t care too much about events like this kind of far away
from him.

Now, all his energy is still waiting for the Chu family to come.

The limit of one month is very close!

However, Mark didn’t care about this news, some people care about it.

On the other side of the ocean, the Jones family.

Bill Jones is in a meeting to make a development plan for the family business for
the next five years.

Suddenly, the door of the conference hall was pushed open.

Mike Jones paled and said something in his father’s ear.

Bill’s expression changed drastically, and the meeting was dissolved immediately,
and he hurriedly left with his son.

“Enlighten Patriarch, Young Master.”

“It has been found out that the plane that the lady was flying is the one that
crashed.” In the

room, the subordinates lowered their heads and reported in a low voice.

Boom~

After knowing the result, Bill Jones and his son trembled all over, if only the
thunder exploded in their minds, there was a thunder, and the brain went blank.

“Ange~”



“My daughter!”

Bill Jones sighed at the time, as if he had taken out all his strength in an instant and
lay directly on the ground.

Mike Jones shook his body, his heart twisted, tears streaming down his face
unconsciously.

Her sister, that innocent and cute silly girl… That’s

it, gone?

Chapter 3421

“Who else killed it?”

“If I say that the Chu family killed it, would you still avenge my sister?”

Facing Mark’s words, Mike Jones sneered and smiled coldly.

“Brian Chu, why don’t you be pretending to be here!”

“My sister has a deep affection for you, but you?”

“Still here to spend time with other women!”?

“Do you know how much my sister has paid for you? ? ” “

even if you tell when this life is no longer contact of with my sister that day, my
sister but my mind was still remember you. ” “

he even despite I told my father discouraged, alone fly to summer looking for you. “

” It’s all because of you!”

“If it weren’t for you, why did my sister An Qi crash on the plane?”

“If it weren’t for you, how could my sister die at a young age?!”

Maybe it was too sad. .

When Mike Jones said these words, his eyes were red and bloody.

After Mark heard this, the whole person was undoubtedly stunned.

“What are you talking about?”

“An…An Qi, she came to see me?”



“Is still on the plane crash?”

Mark was startled first, then he seemed to think of something, and said in
amazement.

“Could it be that the crashed plane on the news before is… An Qi, which one was
on board?”

Mark’s pupils shrank, and the whole person’s mood undoubtedly became heavy.

“Sorry, I really don’t know about this.”

“I don’t know, An Qi will come to see me in the hot summer.”

Mark’s words were guilty.

Obviously, he did not expect that things would develop to this point.

He didn’t even expect that his previous considerations would eventually lead to An
Qi’s fall.

“Sorry?”

“Hahaha~”

“What a sorry!”

“My sister’s life, do you have to say sorry in exchange for it?”

“Since you want to be sorry, go underground and tell my sister in person!”

Mike Jones was so angry and roared that he immediately led his men to kill Mark.

But how could Gaia and the others watch their dragon master be attacked.

The four dragon gods immediately shot, and after only a few encounters, they
repelled all the members of the Jones family.

“I said you are really arrogant and unreasonable.”

“Angie little Lolita has fallen, and my dragon master is also very uncomfortable.”

“You idiots, don’t chase the murderer and investigate the truth, but attack my
dragon owner? “

If Anqi Lori is not dead, she must think her brother is an idiot!”

“Besides, what is your sister’s death with my dragon lord?”



“She is not my dragon lord when she comes to the summer .” Let her come!”

“On the contrary, it is your Jones family, who is not strong enough to protect the
people, is to forgive, and the first to forgive is your brother!” In the

face of the Jones family’s troubles, Gaia and others are Filled with righteous
indignation, I only feel that the Jones family members are arrogant and
unreasonable, irritating others indiscriminately.

“Hahaha~”

“Responsibility is really clean.”

“Is this the person my sister is after?”

“Is this the person my sister wants to see

if

she rushes to thousands of miles?” “Sister, why are you so stupid.” “What
qualifications do you have for such a humble and unrighteous person to let you run
for thousands of miles!”

“Like Brian Chu Such a beast, he is not worthy of you…”

Mike Jones shook his head and smiled, crying up to the sky.

In the words, I feel deeply worthless to my sister.

“Presumptuous!”

“Wait for the Rats, how dare you speak rudely to the Dragon Lord?”

” Damn it!”

Hearing that Mike Jones even insulted Mark as a beast, Owen and others naturally
couldn’t sit still.

He gave a low voice, then violent.

Several energies blasted fiercely on the body of the Jones family powerhouse, and
the huge force engulfed their bodies and flew out directly, vomiting red blood all
over the floor.

“Stop!”

Just when Gaia and the others were about to abolish this group of people, Mark
stopped immediately and stopped the dragon gods.



He walked over, looked down at the wounded Mike with blood in the corner of his
mouth, and said solemnly: “Master Jones, I’m really sorry about Angel.”

“I will investigate.”

“If I find someone murdered. With An Qi, I will avenge him.”

“She is a younger sister and Brian Chu’s younger sister.”

“I won’t let her die in vain.”

Mark said coldly, his words low and firm, it can be said to be categorical. .

“Brian Chu, you don’t need to transfer the conflict to me here.”

“The master Tang Yun has accepted An Qi as a disciple. In this world, who would
dare to murder her?”

“She was clearly looking for the accident that you just encountered. “

That’s the real murderer, and that’s you!”?

“My sister died, it was all caused by you!”

Mike Jones gritted his teeth and looked at Mark’s eyes, filled with resentment.

Why did he come to ask Master Markxing about his crime? Naturally, it was
because someone needed to be responsible for An Qi’s death.

And this person, apart from Mark, Mike Jones couldn’t think of anyone else at all.

“Thinking like this, it can only show that you are really stupid!”

“Have you looked at the wreckage of the plane carefully?”

“How can it be so smooth if it disintegrates accidentally?”

“It’s like being cut off by someone!”

Markling Said coldly.

When Mike Jones heard the words, he was taken aback.

He had been to the scene, but basically all his energy was searching for his sister’s
body, so he did not pay much attention to the wreckage of the plane.

Now hearing what Mark said, Mike Jones is undoubtedly a little skeptical.



“What do you mean?”

“You mean someone harmed my sister?”

“How could it be possible?”

“My sister is always kind. Apart from you, she has never had any contact with
outsiders.”

“No one has any reason to be right .” My sister started.”

Mike Jones couldn’t figure it out.

“Is there really no reason?”

” Isn’t what you are doing now is their biggest reason?”

Mark gradually narrowed his eyes, and the meaning in his words was undoubtedly
extremely clear.

“You mean, the Chu family?”

“They intercepted my sister and made me anger you Mark?”

“But…how could it be possible?”

“My sister is a disciple of the Tang Sect master, how dare they? “

Mike Jones’ expression changed, a little unbelievable.

Mark didn’t explain anything further, just replied coldly: “Now, I’m just guessing.
As for the truth, I will investigate it clearly.”

“Before that, you can go.”

Mark said blankly. , And then turned around and prepared to return to the family.

There are too many doubts about An Qi’s affairs, and Mark is going to go to the
scene to see it in person in a while.

But at this moment, there was a scream in Ye’s family, it was Ye Ximei’s voice.

Immediately afterwards, the Ye family ran out and said to Mark in horror: “Mark,
the body of a little girl was found at home.”

“Blood all over.”

“Go and see!”



What?

Mark was shocked, and then quickly rushed into the Ye Family Manor.

Sure enough, in the corner of the courtyard, I saw a delicate body lying quietly.

She was covered with blood, grass blades and mud all over her body, her hair was
messy, and her dress was a little torn.

But even so, Mark recognized her at a glance.

“This is…”

“An Qi!”

Mark’s expression changed drastically, and he rushed to pick An Qi to check her
condition.

“Sister?”

Mike Jones also followed in sometime. After seeing the corpse, his eyes went red,
and he rushed to grab An Qi from Mark.

“Stop him!”

Mark shouted sharply.

Then immediately holding An Qi into the room, and at the same time anxiously
summoned Yueyao into Denham .

“Buckling!”

“Brian Chu, you are paying me back to my sister~”

“Buckling, bastard!”

“Unexpectedly, you actually killed my sister.”

“You are so cruel!”

“My sister is really right. You, how dare you be so cruel to her?”

“You also lied to the Chu family to plant you.”

“I think you are going to plant the Chu family~”

Mike Jones yelled with blood in his eyes, angrily and unwillingly. NS.
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